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A system of subgroups of a group is called compatible if there exists a 
Remak decomposition of the group for which each member of the system 
can be obtained as the direct product of its projections into the factors of 
the direct decomposition. H. Mann observed that the integral ideals of an 
algebraic number field form a compatible system of submodules of the 
module formed by the algebraic integers. In this paper compatibility 
conditions for subgroup systems of arbitrary iinitely generated abelian 
groups are given. 
The task of finding the set S(0) of the subgroups of a group 0 some- 
times may be reduced to the same task for the factors of a decomposition 
of 0 into the direct product of indecomposable groups 
0=~0i (1 some index set), (0 
iel 
for example in case every member of ,S(0) is obtainable in the form 
~=~~i (pi IS S(%J, i E Z) m 
ieZ 
for some decomposition (1). Indeed, the statement that this always holds 
for the subgroups of a finitely generated abelian group is the true content 
of the basis theorem for abelian groups. 
Of course, in order to find all subgroups, one has to consider dl Remak 
decompositions. 
It is therefore of interest to characterize the situations in which one 
decomposition is sufficient. A system E of subgroups of 0 is defined to be 
compatible if there exists a $xed Remak decomposition of the form (1) 
with the property that every member 2f of Z is of the form (2). We ask 
for a condition of compatibility of a finite system of subgroups. 
H. Mann [I] recently found an answer to this question in case that 0 
is a free abelian group of finitely many generators. 
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Here another condition will be given in the case of a finitely generated 
abelian group. It can be tested in each given case by a simple algorithm. 
Specifically, a set X of submodules of a finitely generated module A4 is said 
to be compatible if there exists a direct decomposition 
M=~Mi (3) 
i=l 
of M into the direct sum of finitely many cyclic modules Mi = (ai) 
(1 5 i < rr) such that every member m of Z is of the form 
m=Fmi (4) 
i=l 
where mi is a submodule of Mi for i = 1,2,. . .rr. 
Let us look at the set X* of alI submodules m of A4 of the form (4). 
It is a distributive lattice with regard to the lattice theoretical operations 
of forming the sum and the intersection of submodules of M: 
m~(m’+m”)=m~m’+m~m~ (51 
(m, m’, m” c IS*) 
or equivalently 
m +(m’ n m”) = (m + m’) n (m + m”). (6) 
Furthermore Z* is closed with respect to the two operations of forming 
p’rn = {p”+ E m} 
and p-“m = {U~U E M 8~ p’u E rnj where p is any prime number and v 
any natural number, and one has 
kfh n m2) = Oh n fm2, (7) 
f(f’m) = pP+P’m 03) 
for any two non zero integers /J, $ and members m, ml, m2 of E*. 
The question arises to which extent the properties mentioned are 
characteristic for compatibility. That mere distributivity does not suffice 
is evident from the following counterexample: A4 the module of all 
2-columns over Z, a free abelian module of the two generators 
E the set of submodules 
zui, z(ul+2U& ZUI +2zu2,0. 
For any distributive lattice Z’ that is closed with respect to the four 
operations mentioned above we form for any member m of E’ and for 
any prime number p and for any exponent v 2 0 the submodule m(p-‘, 2) 
of Z’ as follows: 
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Let 
m(p-“, Z’) = In rnVirnU c 2 8~ p”rn# = m’}. 
Hence 
m’ = p’m( pmv, 2’). 
If X’ G Z* then we have 
m(p-p,ZZ’)(pW”,Y) = m(p-CN+v),E’) 
for all exponents p, v for which p 2 0, v 2 0. 
THEOREM I. The set I$ of submodules of thefinite module M is compatible 
if and only IY the sublattice g generated by E and M upon performing module 
addition, module intersection and multiplication by a prime diuisor of the 
order of M or by its inverse as often as possible without repetitions is 
distributive and satisfies (7) as well as the condition 
m(peV,E)(pW1,E) = m(p-‘-‘,E) WI 
for all members m of % and all prime numbers p and exponents v such that 
P Vi ’ divides the index M : m. 
ProoJ This is clear if M is cyclic. We apply induction over the order of 
M assuming the statement of the theorem to be true for submodules of 
modules with less than IMi elements. Let M be noncyclic. 
By construction M is the maximal member of x. 
There is a minimal nonzero submodule of M, say m. The set E’ of all 
factor modules m’/m (m’ E z) is a sublattice of the submodule lattice of 
M/m that is distributive and closed with respect to multiplication by any 
prime divisor p of the order of M/m. Indeed 
p(m’/m) = (pm‘ + m)/m. 
Also, if m’, mn E E, m’ 2 m, rn’ 2 m, then we have 
p(m’/m n mu/m) = p(m’ 0 m”/m) = (p(m’ n m’) + m)/m 
= (pm’ n pmU + m)/m = ((pm’ + m) n (pm’ + m))/m 
= ph’/d n dm”/m). 
Similarly we test (9a) for M/m. 
Hence by the induction hypothesis there is a decomposition 
of M/m into the direct sum of cyclic modules Mjrn such that for ml/m we 
have 
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i.e. 
m’= i m’nMi. 
i=l 
We know that there are elements aj of M such that 
Mi = (ai)+m. 
The question is whether we can modify ai modulo m so as to yield the 
desired basis of M after augmenting the set of the ai by finitely many 
elements of m. 
Let us form the subset S of z consisting of all nonzero members of E 
that cannot be represented as the sum of two smaller members of x. 
Among them is m. Every nonzero member of x is a sum of suitably chosen 
members of X. Hence every ai is contained in some sum mi + m (mi E S). 
If it happens that mi n m = 0, then we modify ar modulo m so that ai 
belongs to mi. 
Since m is minimal #0 it follows that the characteristic of m is a prime 
number q. If mi contains m then the characteristic of mi is a power of q. 
Among all members of ,S of q-power characteristic let mj be a member 
of maximal characteristic, say qp. Hence qNv ‘mj contains a minimal 
nonzero member of E. We can and will assume that m is that member. 
Hence m(q -“-“, z) < J’YJj. 
If p = 0, then augment the aj’s by a basis of PZ. If p > 0 then there are 
elements among the ai’s, say aI, a*, . . . , ak such that 
ul, a2,. . . , uk E rn(qecppl), X) 
and the elements a;w-‘, . . . , a~w~ ’ form a basis of the elementary abelian 
module m. 
If k < i 5 n, and if (ai) 0 m # 0, then mi 2 m and the characteristic of 
mi is a q-power. The order of ai is a q-power, say qA, when 2 > 0. Hence 
cl ‘-lai # 0, qap’ai E m. 
By assumption 
Hence 
We replace ai by 
k 
ai = ai- 1 fljqfl-‘uj. 
j=l 
If ai o mk o S then ai E S. 
Hence this replacement is permitted and it achieves what was desired. 
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COROLLARY. The set X of submodules of the direct component M1 of the 
jmite module M is compatibIe with respect to M1 if and only if it is compatible 
with respect to M. 
Indeed compatibility with respect to M1 trivially implies compatibility 
with respect to M = M1 +Mz. Conversely, using the compatibility 
condition contained in Theorem 1 and applying the projection onto M1 
we find that the condition of Theorem I is fulfilled for IZ also with respect 
to M1. 
Let M be any finitely generated module. All elements of finite order of 
M form the torsion submodule F(M) of M such that the factor module 
% = M/F(M) is torsion free. There is a quotient module of M over the 
rational number field Q; it is a Imite dimensional linear space over Q. 
The mapping p of any submodule m of M onto Q(m+F(M))/F(M) 
provides a lattice homomorphism of the submodules of m onto linear 
subspaces of QM. Obviously, a system IE of submodules of M can be 
compatible only if the image 
is a compatible system of linear subspaces, i.e. there exists a basis of QM 
over Q such that any linear space cpm for m of IZ has a Q-basis consisting 
of a subset of the basis of QM over Q. 
An equivalent condition for the compatibility of a finite system Z* of 
linear subspaces of a linear space over Q is the distributivity of the sub- 
lattice generated by IX*. We call the compatibility condition for Z explained 
above the linear compatibihty condition. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a system of finitely many submodules of a finitely 
generated module M which satisfies the linear compatibility condition. 
It follows from the basis theorem for abelian groups that there is a natural 
number e with the property that for m of E the condition 
VAVu(O#AeZ&uEM&AuEm*euEm) UQ 
is satisfied. 
Then z is compatible $and only tf the system JY formed by the submoduIes 
(m + eM)/eM(m E X) is compatible. 
Proof Let us assume firstly that M is free in a finite number of generators. 
Let ml,mz E E. 
Let 
Au Ernlnrnz 
(0 # ,I E Z, u E M). 
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Then we have 
Let 
We want to show that 
For any submodule m of a torsion free finitely generated module m’ the 
set Qm fl m’ of all elements p of m’ for which there is a nonzero rational 
integer v such that v,u E rn’ is a submodule of m’ such that m’ can be 
decomposed into the direct sum of Qm () rn’ and another finitely generated 
torsion free module m”. We note that 
m” = Qm” n m’. 
Thus we have 
mj = Q(ml nmJnmj+rny t.j = 1,3 
m~+rn2=rn~~Q(m~nm2)n(rn~+rn2)~m~ 
Q(ml+m2)nM=Qm~nM+Q(mlnm2)nM+Qm~nM. 
For an element x of 
QCml n m2) n (ml + m21 
there hold relations 
X=X1+X2, XjEmj Cj = L3 
VXE~~~~~,O#~~Z, 
xj = x:+x; 
Hence 
x; E my, xi E Q(ml n m2) n mj Cj = L3, 
vx = VX;+(VX;+VX;)+VX; E ml n m2, 
x; c x; c 0. 
Qh n m21 n h +m21 = Qh f7 m21 fi ml +QCml n m21 n m2. 
We have 
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Thus we have shown that the sublattice x of the submodule lattice of 
A4 which is generated by Z meets the condition (10) for all members of A4. 
We want to show the distributivity of the lattice z. Let ml,m2,m be 
three membexs of !?. 
We know that 
d4+mlf)m2 s(eM+mJfl(eM+mJ. 
Conversely, by the modular law: 
(eM+ml)n(eM+m2) = eM+(eM+ml)nm2. 
If 
then 
x e (eM+ml) n mz. 
x=xl+euEm2,uEM, 
eu e ml+m2, 
Qmj n AI = fij+QCml n m21 n iv (.I = L9 
u = u~+ul)+u2 
Uj ~ hj (1 = L3 
u. E wl17~2XW 
tWj E ??lj tj = L2) 
euo -h(lm2 
xl+eul E m2, xl tz ml, eul rs m, 
xl+eul E ml nm2 
x = (xl+eul)+e(uo+u2) E ml n m2+eM, 
(eM+ml) n m2 5 ml n m2+eM 
(eM+ml)n(eM+m2) = eM+ml flm2. 
By assumption for the three modules 
rn> = mj+eM 0 = 1~3) 
there holds 
i.e. 
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Hence, for 
we have 
where 
Hence 
x E eM+mlnm3+m2nm3 
x = eu+x1+x2 
ueM,xjemjnm3 (j = 1,2). 
xj e h +m2) 0 m3, 
eu e (ml + m2) n m3, 
tt e QtCml + m21 f-j m31 f-j IV. 
Because of the linear compatibility condition: 
Q((m~~m~)nm3)nM=Q(~~~ nm3+m2nm3mfy 
thus 
t3.4 e mlflm3+-m2fjm3, 
x E ml n m3+m2 n m3, 
(ml+m2)nm3=mlnm3+m2nm3. 
Thus z is shown to be distributive. Since the number of generators of 
z is finite and since z is distributive it follows that z is finite. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that E itself is a distributive 
sublattice of the submodule lattice of i%f. 
X is not empty. 
For any number m of E we form the subset X(m) of Z consisting of all 
members m’ satisfying the condition Qm’ 5 Qm. By construction the 
subset X(m) is a sublattice of X. 
If A4 is cyclic then the statement of Theorem 2 is trivial. We apply 
induction over the rank r of M and we assume that M is of rank greater 
than I. 
If all members of Z have rank r then by the compatibility condition for 
E’ there is a basis gl, h2,. . . , & of M/eM such that each member Ei of Z’ 
satisfies the condition 
Moreover, by the basis theorem for abelian groups any basis of M/eM is 
obtainable from the given one by the application of elementary basis 
transformations. Also there is a Z-basis bl,. . . , br of M such that the 
elements bJeM form a basis of MJeM. Hence any basis of M/eM is 
obtained from a basis of M by taking residue classes modulo eM. Say 
hi = b$eM when bl, b2,. . . , br is a Z-basis of M, 
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Since every member m of X contains eM it follows that 
so that Z is compatible. 
If not all members of E have rank r then there is a member rr of E of 
maximal rank p less than r. If rr = 0 then we see as above the compatibility 
of X merely by dropping 0 from E and applying the previous argument. 
If n # 0 then there is a maximal element fi of E(n). It is of the same rank 
as n and it is purely embedded in M so that M/t3 is torsion free of rank 
less than r. 
There is a basis El,. . . , Er of M/eM such that 
and 
(n+eM)/M= f (&), 
i=l 
Moreover there is a Z-basis bl, b2,. . .br of M such that hi = bi/eM 
(i= 1,2,. . .p), and 
for m E E(n). 
From what was stated before we infer that 
m= i rnfl<bJ 
i=l 
for all m of Z so that Z is shown to be compatible in case M is free. 
If M is not free then we show, similarly as above, that the system 2 
which is obtained by the adjunction of Y(M) still satisfies the condition 
of Theorem 2. 
It suffices to deal with the case that F(M) belongs to Z. 
Let r be the minimum number of generators of F(M) and let r be the 
rank of M/F(M). There is a free module N of r+r generators and an 
epimorphism &’ of N on M. The system 
T2-1ZZ=<&-1mjm~Z), 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 for submodule sets of N. Hence it is 
compatible in N and there is a Z-basis q, . . . , u~+~ of N for which 
Since Y(M) belongs to X it follows after suitable numbering of the q’s 
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that 
&?9-(A4) = i zai. 
i=l 
Moreover 
Z+r 
m= x ??lfiZfZCZi, 
i=l 
so that Z is compatible too. 
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